[Mitochondria as the target for neuroprotectors].
Contemporary methods of treatment of neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) are limited and mainly symptomatic. Despite difference in particular clinical manifestations, NDs have a number of common features, the main of which is death of certain neuron population. The authors suppose that mitochondria and the phenomenon of mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT), playing the key role in cell death, may be a perspective target for the search of drugs with a capability of delaying the neurological deficit associated with NDs. The authors have demonstrated that some neurotoxins which are widely used to model neurodegenerative conditions are able to potentiate or even induce MPT. The neuroprotective effect of widely used cognition-enhancing drugs, such as tacrin, memantine, dimebon, N-acethylserotonine, and extract of Gingko biloba), may also be a result of their interaction with mitochondria. Thus, the search of drugs capable of preventing or breaking the cascade of cell death as a result of MPT suppression and, at the same time, compensating for the impaired brain functions, is very topical.